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Harlem 
It combines the high quality of nylon with the maximum comfort of neoprene. 

Attention to detail, such as the multi-function handle and the anti-shock 
Bungee handle leash, which corrects and absorbs sudden shots, make it really 

ideal for any walk or out-door activity. 

Alfresco
It is a line produced with double breathable mesh material for high comfort 

and reflective details for maximum safety.

Kòmodo
It offers models with modern and attractive design, in many sizes with high 
fit, which have a special ultra-soft foam padding for maximum comfort and 

reflective details for high visibility.

Advance
It offers technical harnesses, in many different sizes, particularly ergonomic 
and practical to wear, as well as having reflective inserts and safety handle.

Click & Lock
Leashes with a sturdy and rounded consistency. Very comfortable to wear and 
wrap around the hand, strong and durable, with innovative hooks that have a 

special safety lock.

Enjoy active lifestyle !





The Harlem line combines the 
high quality of nylon, which does 
not fray, with the maximum 
comfort of neoprene. Its details 
and models have been carefully 
designed down to the smallest 
particular, such as the multi-
function handle, the Bungee 
Anti-Shock Leash, swivel hooks, 
extra strong plastic buckles 
and “O” ring for maximum 
functionality. 

HARLEM
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Quick and easy release plastic buckle
Plastic buckle that snaps shut quickly for added security.

 The design ensures a system that catches the buckle and allows 
to re-fasten the collar before the dog is freed from it.

Extra strong
For maximum safety and comfort. 100% NYLON

100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.
Fully welded O-ring
Allows for easy attachment to the leash.
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HARLEM
Nylon Collars

Collars produced with high quality fraying resistant nylon and plastic fittings. Quick 
release buckle and O-ring for maximum comfort. The unique placement of the fully 
welded O-ring allows for easy attachment to the leash. 

blackgreyblueredpink

1.0 x 20-30 cm

1.5 x 25-40 cm

2.0 x 35-51 cm

 2.5 x 46-66 cm

 080202003013

 080202504013

 080203505113

080204606613

 080202003026

 080202504026

 080203505126

 080204606626

 080202003012

 080202504012

 080203505112

080204606612

080202003011

080202504011

080203505111

080204606611

 080202003014

8009632058566  8009632058559  8009632058580  8009632058573  8009632058542

 080202504014

 8009632058610  8009632058603  8009632058634  8009632058627  8009632058597

 080203505114

 8009632058665  8009632058658  8009632058689  8009632058672  8009632058641

 080204606614

 8009632058719  8009632058702  8009632058733  8009632058726  8009632058696

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

M.O.Q.

XS

S

M

L
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100% NYLON
100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.

Extra strong
Heavy duty zinc alloy swivel hook 

that prevents tangles.

Multipurpose comfortable handle
Soft neoprene handle for soft grip.

HARLEM
Nylon leashes

Perfect combination of performance and strength. These leashes are designed for 
people and dogs that love to enjoy the outdoor active lifestyle. Chrome polished zink alloy 
durable metal 360° swivel hook is comfortable to snap on any dog collar or harness. Solid 
and vibrant colors are easy to see. Make sure to select the matching collar or harness to 
complete your buddies look. 
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The owner can adjust the size upon the walking situations and areas.
Original size: for normal walking conditions and hiking.
Adjusted to mid-size: great training lenght, high traffic areas.
Adjusted to shortest size: back seat leash, higher traffic areas and cross walks for better control.
Temporary tether: can adjust for shorter tether; wrap around trees or bench to secure pet while you 
are temporarily absent.
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blackgreyblueredpink

1.5 x 120 cm

2.0 x 120 cm

2.5 x 120 cm

080241512013

 080242012013

 080242512013

 080241512026

 080242012026

080242512026

080241512012

 080242012012

 080242512012

080241512011

080242012011

080242512011

 080241512014

8009632058832  8009632058825  8009632058856  8009632058849  8009632058818

 080242012014

 8009632058887  8009632058870  8009632058900  8009632058894 8009632058863

 080242512014

 8009632058931  8009632058924  8009632058955  8009632058948  8009632058917

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

M.O.Q.

S

M

L

1.0 x 120 cm

080211012013 080211012026 080211012012080211012011 080211012014

 8009632058757 8009632058764  8009632058788  8009632058771  8009632058740 3 pcs* XS

Quick and easy release plastic buckle 
Plastic buckle that snaps shut quickly for added security. 

* XS size without neoprene handle and quick release plastic buckle



* L

HARLEM
Nylon training leads 

100% NYLON
100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.

Suitable for training
3 possible lenghts thanks to 2 heavy duty D- 
RINGS and 1 O-RING.

Extra strong
360° heavy duty zinc alloy swivel hook that prevents 
tangles.

Perfect combination of performance and strength. These leashes are designed for 
people and dogs that love to enjoy the outdoor active lifestyle. Chrome polished zink 
alloy durable metal 360° swivel hook is comfortable to snap on any dog collar or harness. 
Make sure to select the matching collar or harness to complete your buddies look.

black

M.O.Q.

2.0 x 200 cm

2.5 x 200 cm

 080222020013

8009632058795

 080232520013

 8009632058801

3 pcs

1 pc

M

* Size L reinforced by a double nylon 
layer for maximum strength.



100% NYLON
100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.

Comfortable handle
Soft neoprene handle for soft grip.

Elastic BUNGEE ANTI-SHOCK 
By gently correcting the dog’s jerks, the BUNGEE 

leash does the owner’s shoulders, arms and the 
dog’s neck a favor by absorbing shock.

Extra strong
360° heavy duty anodized black zinc alloy 
swivel hook that prevents tangles.

HARLEM
Bungee leashes

This leash features shock absorbing bungee, high quality dual layer nylon and a neopre-
ne handle for added comfort. By gently correcting your dog’s jerks, this leash does your 

shoulders, your arms and your dog’s neck a favor by absorbing shock.
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black

M.O.Q.

2.5 x 55 cm

3.8 x 55 cm

 080272505513

8009632059419

 080273805513

 8009632059426

3 pcs

3 pcs

L

XL



Quick and easy release plastic buckle 
Plastic upper buckle that quickly  

clicks shut and stays put.

HARLEM
Nylon «X» harnesses

This step-in harness features soft, fray resistant nylon. Provides more comfortable fit and less pressure 
around neck for easier training and outdoor activities. With plastic upper buckle that quickly clicks shut and 
stays put. 
Designed with adjustable tri-glides chest straps for fast adjustments and customs fits for different girth 
sizes. Heavy duty stitching for long-lasting quality and two metal D-Rings for secure lead. Solid and vibrant 
colors are easy to see. 
Make sure to select the matching leashes to complete your buddies look.

100% NYLON
100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.

Extra strong
For maximum safety and comfort.

Adjustable tri-glides chest straps
For fast adjustments and customs fits. EASY TO

ADJUST
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blackgreyblueredpink

1.0 x 32-44 cm

1.5 x 45-63 cm

2.0 x 53-77 cm

 2.5 x 65-99 cm

 080251004413

080251506313

 080252007713

080252509913

 080251004426

 080251506326

 080252007726

 080252509926

 080251004412

 080251506312

080252007712

080252509912

080251004411

080251506311

080252007711

080252509911

 080251004414

8009632058986  8009632058979  8009632059006  8009632058993  8009632058962

 080251506314

 8009632059037  8009632059020  8009632059051  8009632059044  8009632059013

 080252007714

 8009632059082  8009632059075  8009632059105  8009632059099  8009632059068

 080252509914

8009632059136  8009632059129 8009632059150  8009632059143  8009632059112

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

1 pc

M.O.Q.

XS

S

M

L



HARLEM
Nylon «H» harnesses

This H harness features soft, fray resistant nylon. Provides more comfortable fit and less pressure around neck 
for easier training and outdoor activities. 2 plastic side buckles that quickly clicks shut and stays put for maximum 

safety. Designed with adjustable tri-glides chest straps for fast adjustments and customs fits for different girth sizes. 
Heavy duty stiching for long-lasting quality and metal D-Ring for secure lead. 

Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see. Make sure to select the matching leashes to complete your buddies look.

100% NYLON
100% high quality fraying resistant nylon.

Extra strong
For maximum safety 
and comfort.

Quick and easy release plastic buckles
2 plastic side buckles that quickly  

click shut and stay put. 

Adjustable tri-glides
For easy size adjustments.

EASY TO
ADJUST

blackgreyblueredpink

1.0 x 33-44 cm

1.5 x 40-55 cm

2.0 x 50-70 cm

 2.5 x 67-90 cm

3.8 x 80-110 cm

080261004413

080261505513

 080262007013

080262509013

080263811013

 080261004426

 080261505526

 080262007026

 080262509026

 080263811026

 080261004412

 080261505512

080262007012

080262509012

080263811012

080261004411

080261505511

080262007011

080262509011

080263811011

 080261004414

8009632059181  8009632059174 8009632059204  8009632059198  8009632059167

 080261505514

8009632059235  8009632059228  8009632059259  8009632059242 8009632059211

 080262007014

 8009632059280  8009632059273  8009632059303  8009632059297 8009632059266

080262509014

 080263811014

8009632059334

8009632059389

 8009632059327

 8009632059372

8009632059358

8009632059402

 8009632059341

 8009632059396

8009632059310

8009632059365

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

1 pc

1 pc

M.O.Q.

XS

S

M

L

XL





ALFRESCO

Alfresco is a line produced with 
durable and double breathable 
mesh material for high comfort, 
plus reflective details for the 
maximum safety of our darling. 
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ALFRESCO

blackorangeyellow

M.O.Q.

Metal D-ring
For easy attaching identification tags and leashes.

High quality air mesh
For a perfect fit.

Quick and easy release plastic buckles
Side release plastic buckle with adjustable  
tri-glide for custom fits.

Ultra comfortable design 
For less pressure while your buddy 
is pulling on the neck.

Extra strong
Dual layered for higher tensile strength  
and more breathable function.

Mesh Collars

Air mesh collars features lightweight and durable high quality air mesh that provides a comfort fit, total control 
and a great style. Ultra comfort design that gives less pressure while your buddy is pulling on the neck. 
Dual layered for higher tensile strength and more breathable function. Easy on and easy off, durable side 
release plastic buckle with adjustable tri-glide for custom fits. 
Piping has reflective stitching for lasting quality and metal D-ring for attaching identification tags and leashes.
Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see. Make sure to select the matching leashes to complete your buddies 
look.

Heavy duty reflective stitching
To ensure visibility and safety.
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2.0 x 28-40 cm

2.5 x 35-51 cm

3.2 x 42-66 cm

080302004013

080302505113

080303206613

080302004019

080302505119

080303206619

 080302004016

 8009632059440  8009632059457  8009632059433

 080302505116

 8009632059471  8009632059488  8009632059464

 080303206616

8009632059501  8009632059518 8009632059495

3 pcs

3 pcs

3 pcs

S

M

L



ALFRESCO

blackorangeyellow

M.O.Q.

High quality air mesh 
For a perfect fit.
Dual layered for higher tensile strength and 
more breathable function.

Reflective
Piping has reflective stitching for maximum 
safety.

Mesh Leashes

Air mesh leashes features lightweight and durable high quality air mesh that provides total control and a great 
style. Dual layered for higher tensile strength. Piping has reflective stitching to ensure you and your buddy are 
safe and seen at all times. Padded with silky soft double-ply fleece on handles for comfort. Chrome polished, 

zinc alloydurable metal 360°swivel hook is comfortable to snap on any dog collar or harness. 
Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see. 

 Make sure to select the matching air mesh collar or harness to complete your buddies look. 

Multipurpose comfortable handle
Fleece handle for extra comfort.

Extra strong
360° heavy duty zinc alloy 
swivel hook that prevents 
tangles.
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2.0 x 120 cm

2.5 x 120 cm

080312012013

080312512013

080312012019

080312512019

 080312012016

 8009632059549 8009632059532  8009632059525

 080312512016

8009632059570 8009632059563  8009632059556

3 pcs

3 pcs

S

M/L

Ultra comfortable design

The owner can adjust the size upon the walking situations and areas.
 Original size: for normal walking conditions and hiking.

 Adjusted to mid-size: great training lenght, high traffic areas.
 Adjusted to shortest size: back seat leash,  

higher traffic areas and cross walks for better control.
 Temporary tether: can adjust for shorter tether; wrap around  

trees or bench to secure pet while you are temporarily absent.

Quick and easy release plastic buckle.
 Plastic buckle that snaps shut quickly for added security.



ALFRESCO

High quality air mesh
For a perfect fit.

Extra strong
For maximum safety and comfort.

Mesh «Y» Harnesses 

Air mesh harnesses feature high breathable and durable high quality air mesh, comfort 
fit, total control and style. Ultra-comfort, lightweight design and durable dual layered for 
higher tensile strength. Easy on and easy off, quick drying if wet. Durable side release 
plastic buckle with adjustable tri-glide for custom fits. Extra-clip to hold the strap for 
cleaner look-dog’s skin does not touch plastic.
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Reflective pipings
Piping has reflective stitching for 
maximum safety.

Fully welded O-ring
 Allows for easy attachment to the leash.

Quick and easy release plastic buckles
Plastic buckle that snaps shut quickly for added 
security.

Extra-clip to hold the strap
For cleaner look-dog’s skin does not 
touch plastic.

Ultra comfortable design



blackorangeyellow

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

M.O.Q.

XS/S

S/M

M/L

L/XL

S

M

L

XL

Heavy duty stitching for lasting quality and fully Arc welded metal O-rings for higher 
tensile force. Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see. Make sure to select the matching 

air mesh collar or harness to complete your buddies look. 
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 080321504516

 8009632059594

080321505516

8009632059624

080322006016

8009632059655

 080322007016

8009632059686

 080322508016

8009632059716

 080322509016

8009632059747

 080323210016

8009632059778

 080323211016

8009632059808

080321504519

 8009632059600

080321505519

 8009632059631

080322006019

 8009632059662

080322007019

8009632059693

080322508019

 8009632059723

080322509019

 8009632059754

080323210019

 8009632059785

080323211019

 8009632059815

080321504513

 8009632059587

080321505513

8009632059617

080322006013

8009632059648

080322007013

 8009632059679

080322508013

 8009632059709

080322509013

8009632059730

080323210013

 8009632059761

080323211013

 8009632059792

1.5 x 40 40-45 cm

1.5 x 42 45-55 cm

2.0 x 45 52-60 cm

2.0 x 55 58-70 cm

2.5 x 60 64-80 cm

2.5 x 70 72-90 cm

3.2 x 75 80-100 cm

3.2 x 85 88-110 cm



ALFRESCO
Mesh Harnesses

Air mesh harnesses feature fray resistant 3mm thick high dense air mesh that provides ultra 
comfort on buddy’s neck and chest area. Less pressure around neck than classic collars for 
easier training and outdoor activities. Reflecting piping throughout the entire vest harness ensure 
additional safety in darkness when walking the dog. 
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red blackorangeyellow

M.O.Q.

High quality air mesh 
For a perfect fit.

Quick and easy release plastic buckles
Plastic buckle that snaps shut quickly for more 
security.

Reflective piping
Reflecting pipings 
throughout the vest for 
maximum safety.

Adjustable Velcro 
size strap

For fast adjustment and 
custom fits for different 

girth sizes.

28-32 cm

080332803211 080332803213080332803219080332803216

 8009632059839  8009632059846  8009632059853  8009632059822 1 pcXXS

34-36 cm

080333403611 080333403613080333403619080333403616

8009632059877  8009632059884 8009632059891 8009632059860 1 pcXS

37-40 cm

080333704011 080333704013080333704019080333704016

8009632059914  8009632059921 8009632059938 8009632059907 1 pcS

41-44 cm

080334104411 080334104413080334104419 080334104416

8009632059952 8009632059969  8009632059976 8009632059945 1 pcM

47-50 cm

080334705011 080334705013080334705019 080334705016

8009632059990  8009632060002  8009632060019  8009632059983 1 pcL

52-56 cm

080335205611 080335205613080335205619080335205616

8009632060033  8009632060040 8009632060057 8009632060026 1 pcXL

Ultra comfortable 
design



Designed with adjustable Velcro strap for fast adjustment and custom fits for different girth sizes. Heavy-duty 
stitching for lasting quality and 2 metal D-rings for securing the lead. Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see. 
Make sure to select the matching air mesh lead to complete your buddies look.
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Click & Lock are leashes with a sturdy and rounded consistency, very 
comfortable to wear and wrap around the hand, strong and durable, 
with innovative hooks that have a special safety lock.

20

CLICK&LOCK
line



CLICK&LOCK
Rope leashes

Click&Lock reflective leashes feature fray resistant polyester shell and polyester 
rope core. There are reflective stitching throughout the rope that reflects the 

light for extra safety in darkness. 
Fitted with black polished heavy-duty gun metal click & lock snap hook. 

Easy to snap on any dog collar or harness. 
Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see at all times. Make sure to select the 

matching collar or harness to complete your buddies look. 
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Comfortable 
handle

Extra strong 
Ultra resistant and high tensile 
force rope.

Reflective stitching
Ensures dog’s safety during night time 
walking.

Secure lock
Heavy duty gun metal 
click & lock snap hook.

bluered black

M.O.Q.

8mm x 150 cm

13mm x 150 cm

080360815013

080361315013

080360815012

080361315012

 080360815011

 8009632060415  8009632060422  8009632060408

080361315011

8009632060446  8009632060453  8009632060439

3 pcs

1 pc

S

L

Stitching encased for extra 
strengths.
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ADVANCE
line

Advance offers technical 
harnesses, in many different 
sizes, particularly ergonomic 
and practical to wear, as well 
as having reflective inserts and 
safety handle.



ADVANCE
Technical Harnesses

This technical harness features oxford shell for durability and mesh interior for 
breathability. Designed for the most comfortable and ergonomical fit with no plastic or 
metal scraping against your buddy. 
Easy clip on for walking and generous neoprene handle for close handling. Front is 
adjustable with chest plate for extra comfort. 
Adjustable tri-glide for sizability. 
Make sure to select the matching lead to complete your buddies look.
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blackred

M.O.Q.

High premium quality
Oxford shell and mesh interior 
for durability and breathability.

Easy neoprene handle, for 
close handling

Heavy duty metal D-ring
For securing the lead.

Velcro detachable 
“GimDog” logo.

4 point high tensile force 
buckle: easy clip on for 
walking

Reflective stitching
To ensure visibility 

and safety.

2.0 x 49-67 cm

2.0 x 58-76 cm

2.5 x 63-85 cm

3.2 x 78-96 cm

3.2 x 82-110 cm

080352006713

080352007613

080352508513

080353209613

080353211013

 080352006711

8009632060316  8009632060309

080352007611

8009632060330 8009632060323

 080352508511

8009632060354  8009632060347

080353209611

 080353211011

8009632060378

8009632060392

 8009632060361

 8009632060385

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

XS

S

M

L

XL

Most comfortable and ergonomical fit
Padded front chest plate, adjustable for extra comfort.

Adjustable tri-glide for sizability
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KÒMODO
Kòmodo offers models with modern and attractive design, in many sizes with 
high fit, which have a special ultra-soft foam padding for maximum comfort and 
reflective details for high visibility.

line



Air flow design/soft foam 
Super comfortable foam harness.

Elastic band to keep 
strap organized 

Most comfortable and ergonomical fit
Quick and easy release plastic buckles with adjustable 
stripes

Heavy-duty metal D-ring
For securing the lead.

High density foam Harnesses

 This is the most comfortable harness ever. 
Constructed with breathable and lightweight washable foam. Interior foam 

designed to let air flow through and the shell is durable and washable. 
This harness has a 3D hugging effect on your dog with padded areas that decreas 

strain. Heavy-duty stitchings for high quality 
and a heavy-duty metal D-ring for securing the lead. 
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KÒMODO

High premium quality
Durable and washable shell.

Brite reflective piping 
To ensure visibility and safety.



KÒMODO

black

30-40 cm

080343004013

 8009632060064 1 pc

M.O.Q.

XXS

35-47 cm

080343504713

8009632060101 1 pcXS

40-55 cm

080344005513

8009632060149 1 pcS

45-65 cm

080344506513

 8009632060187 1 pcM

63-80 cm

080346308013

 8009632060224 1 pcL

78-100 cm

080347810013

080343004011

 8009632060088

080343504711

8009632060125

080344005511

8009632060163

080344506511

8009632060200

080346308011

8009632060248

 080347810011

8009632060286

080343004012

 8009632060071

080343504712

 8009632060118

080344005512

 8009632060156

080344506512

8009632060194

080346308012

 8009632060231

080347810012

 8009632060279

080343004033

 8009632060095

080343504733

8009632060132

080344005533

8009632060170

080344506533

 8009632060217

080346308033

 8009632060255

080347810033

8009632060293 8009632060262 1 pcXL

raspberry bluered

Solid and vibrant colors are easy to see at all times. Make sure to select the ma-
tching collar or harness to complete your buddies look.
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